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SECTION I

Ir TRODL:CT iC0

Electronic subsystems on aircraft, missiles and ground electronic

systems are generally connected by closely coupled multiconductor cat]es.

These multiconductor cables are generally made of conductors with different

insulating materials resulting in a cross-sectionally inhomoocneous media.

Such cables often have branches where some of the conductors of the cable

branch and/or some other conductors may join the cable. Determination of

the transient response of such cables illuinated by an electromacnetic

pulse (EMP) from nuclear dEtonations is becomino of increasinc importance

(ref. 1).

The use of multiconductor transmission line theory in EP interaction

problems is well documented (refs. 1, 2). The analysis usually proceeds

from transmission line models which are characterized ty specifyine the

per unit-length inductance and capacitance matrices of the line. I:ouever,

it is also possible to characterize a line in terms of the characteristic

admittance or impedance and the modal amplitudes and velocities that can

exist on the line. Either set of parameters is sufficient to determine

the coupling and propacation characteristics cf a lossless muilticonductor

in an inhomooeneo~s medium.

Analyses of uniform multiconductor transmission lines have been re-

ported by several investicators both in the frenuency and the time domain

(refs. 2 throurh 12). Th2 propacoation Todes for ulticonductor transmission

lines with inhomoceneous dielectrics are discussed in reference 4. The

analysis of multiconductor transmission line networks in the frecuency

domain is given in reference 5.

T'is report presents the resLiIts of a multiconductor caole character-

ization study which was undertaken to investigate multimode pu,se prooa-

gation on cable systems and to develop measurem~ent techniques applicable



to cable testino in ezt:i. Multimode propacation is discussed in section Ii

of this report. Section ITI describes experimental tethods for the tine

domain characterization of multiconductors. Frequency domain methods were

also investigated and are described in the appendix. Two methods for the

analysis of a branched cable configuration are presented in section IV.
While many individual parts of this probler appear elsewhere (refs. 4 and

5), section IV presents a complete time domain analysis of a multiconductor

transmission line with branches and includes experimental verification

of the results. The common mode response of a cable network containing

two branch points is included as a special case. Section V discusses

some practical applications of this study for tne characterization

ti: s-tu of multiconductor cable systems.



SECTIOr; II

MODAL ANALYSIS OF UNIFORM LINE SEG, E,.TS

Consider a lossless line formed by N conductors, plus a reference

conductor (ground). The line is assumed to be uniform along its length

(z coordinate), but with arbitrary cross section. In general, the dielectric

surrounding the line is inhomogeneous (e.g., cable made of insulated con-

ductors having different geometries and dielectric materidls).

In the presence of materials of differenL dielectric constants, the propa-

gation cannot strictly be TEM. However, for many applications propagation

may be considered "quasi-TEM" (refs. 4 and 13), and the analysis can proceed

from the generalized telegrapher's =quations. These equations for the loss-

less case are (refs. 3 and 14),

S[Vn(z,t) ] = La-- -n nm]  - [Im(Z,t)] (1)

a[z n " [ nm]  - [Vm(z't)] (2)

with n = 1,2,---N

m :,2,---

Where V and I represent the voltare with respect to the reference con-

ductor and current on the m th conductor, respectively, as a function of

di-tance z along the line at time, t. [Lnm] asid [Cnm] are respectively pe,-

unit-length coefficients o, inductance and capacitance matrices of N X N size

The diagonal elements are self- and the off-diagonal elements are mutual

quartities. Both [L'nm] and [Cnm] are real, symmetric and dominant. The
elements of the capacitance matrix [C ] and inductance matrix [L n

nm] rn7
are further characterized by the following properties (ref. 151:

9.
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0 for all n and m

C' > 0 for all n

C' < 0 for all n mnm -

N 
(3)

Cn' > 0 for 'l1 n

C' > 0 for all m

n=l

The per unit-length inductance matrix [L' m] and capacitance matrix
nm

[C'm] can be measured experimentally using the methods described in section

III. The determination of [L'm] and [Cnm] analytically is generally a

difficult problem; however, numerical approximations can be employed to
determine [L nm] and [C' 1 (refs. 16 and 17).

The voltage and current vectors which satisfy equations (1) and (2)

can be written as (ref. 4)

[V n(zlt)] = [Vn]'-f(z-vt) (4)

[In(z,t)] = [in]-f(z-vt) (5)

where [Vn ] and [In] are constant vectors. From equations (1), (2), (4) and

(5) the eigenvalue equation for [Vn] can be written as

[L' IEI ][V = 1/v.2 [V13 (6)nm][Cm][Vn i ni

10



2=

where 1/v is a eigenvalue of the matrix [Lnm.[Cn, and [Vi is theSnni[Cnm ad[ niassociated voltace eigenvector. In the case of inhomoeneous dielectrics,

there will in general be r1 distinct eigerivalues. Associated with the

eigenvalues I/v , iI,---;4, there are also current eicenvectors [Ini.

The [In1. are the eigenvectors of the adjoint matrix [C' JEL' ] and have2 nm nm-

the same eigenvalues I/v. (ref. 4). The eicenvalue equation for this case1

can be written as

[C'm][L'[ Inli = /vi [I n (7)

It can be shown that in order for the modes to represent unattenuated
2

traveling waves, the velocities must be real; i.e., the eigenvalues 1/vi

must be real and positive (ref. 4). The vi's represent the velocities

of N propagating modes.

The eicenvectors of voltace or current are determined to within an

arbitrary constant by solving the set of linear homogeneous equations (6)

or (7) for [V ni or [I ]i. Each solution for i=l,2--- N represents a mode

of agation on the line. Since the modes of propacation are orthogonal

to eu.., other, the eiaenvectors form a set of linearly independent vectors

and an arbitrary vector [E n can be represented as a sum of voltage eigen-

vectors in the form (ref. 4)

[En] = [V [AnI nm rn

where [A ] is a vector.

Let a wave traveling in the forward direction be characterized at some

point in space and time by the voltage vector [Vf n(Z,t)] which can be

expres:=d in terms of the voltage eicenvectors as

[Vfn(z,t)] Z [vnmlrAr(t) ]  (9)

where the vector [Am(t) ] = Amf(t - z/vm).
Im



The matrix [V nm is the modal matrix of the line which is defined as

a square matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors determined from equation

(6) or (7). The vector [A mf(t - Z/Vm)] represents forward traveling waves

of unspecified amplitude. The amplitude coefficients Am are determined

from boundary conditions.

Consider a line of lenoth t connected to arbitrary terminal networks

at each end (figure l), and excited at the input end z = 0. The modal

amplitudes are given in terms of the total voltace at the input [Vfn]o

by evaluating equation (9) at z = 0 and solving for the amplftude coef-

ficients AM -

The forward traveling voltage wave on the nth wire at any point z =

on the line is then
~N

Vfn(zt) m VAm(t - Tm (10)
m=1

where T m is the transit time for each mode

T = Z/vm , m=l, 2,---N (11)

I r!und Plane ]
Figure 1. Schematic of a Three-Wire Line Over a Ground Plane

12 -



This is illustrated by considering an example of a four conductor

line. For this case, equation (10) can be written as-7
., f ( ,t II1 V 12 V 13 A I(t-I)

f (Zlt) /21 V22 V23 A2kt-'2) (12)

Vf 3 (L't) V3 1 V32 V33  A3(t-T3)

Vf (kt) = VI AI(t-TI) + V12.A2 (t-z2) + Vl3 -A3 (t-r3) (13)

with expressions similar to equation (13) for the voltage on wires 2 and

3.

Note that in equation (13) the voltage wave incident at the point z Z

on the conductors has three components. These voltages represent the

modal amplitudes of the different modes. The voltage wave, travelina in

the forward direction at z = 0 can be obtained from the following relation

[Vf (Ot)] = [Zc [Z + 1[ (O)] (14)

n cnm nr n r snm n

where [Zcnm] is the characteristic impedance matrix of the line, [Zsn]

the termination impedance matrix at the driven end and [Vsn(O,t)] the

source voltage vector at z = 0. Thus, from equations (13) and (14) the

modal amplitudes at any point on the line can be obtained. The waves

on a lossless line travel unattenuated. At any discontinuity or load, the

voltage or current can be obtained using the reflection and transmission

coefficients. For a uniform section of line (figure 1) the voltage

vector at the load is given by the following relation

[VLn (t)] m  2[ZZLnml[ZLnm + Z 1c -l[Vf (,t)]m (15)

: nm nm



where [VLn(ti m is the load voltage vector for the mth mode, [ZLnm] and

[Zcnm] are the load and characteristic impedance matrices, resoectively.

[Vfn(tt)]m is the incident voltage vector at the load for the nth mode.

V

14



SECTION III

EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTICONDUCTORS

i. BACKGROUND

The propagation of transient signals on lossless multiconductor cables

is completely specified by the inductance and capacitance matrices of the

cable system. These parameters can be obtained from frequency domain measure-

ments and used to calculate the characteristic impedance matrix and the modal

amplitudes and velocities that can exist on the line. The technique is

described in the appendix,

It is also possible, using time domain techniques, to measure the

characteristic impedance and modal amplitudes and velocities directly,

from which the inductance and capacitance matrices can be computed (ref. 13).

The time domain technique has a distinct advantage for -'r s- impedance

measurements since it has the ability to "look through" stray impedances

at the input. The measurements are completed before reflections from the

load arrive and are, therefore, independent of the load. When both ends

of the cable are accessible, the modal velocities and amplitudes can also

be measured, either by terminating the load end in a known impedance and

measuring the current or voltage at the load, or by simply disconnecting

or shorting the load en.d of the cable to produce an open or short circuit

with a reflection coefficient of _I. In the latter case all of the mea-

surements can be made from the driven end of the cable with simple instru-

mentati cn.

An investigation of multicorductor transmission line characterization

techniques has been carried out utilizing bundles of closely spaced insu-

lated wires located near a ground plane. The wires w-ere insulated with

different dielectric materials to form a cross sectionally inromogeneous

bundle which supports nondegenerate modes of propagation with discrete
,Icdal velocities.

L __ _ _ _ _



Time domain reflectometry (TDR) methods have been reported for the char-

acterization of cross sectionally homogeneous bundles in which the eioenmodes
are totally degenerate and, therefore, propagate with the same velocity (ref.
19). The measurement techniques described here for the nondegenerate case

are an extension of the methods developed in reference 19 for homogeneous

bundles.

2. TDR PRINCIPLES

Standard TDR techniques for the measur!ment of an unknown impedance

utilize a fast (0.1 ns rise time) voltage step as input to a "standard"

line of known characteristic impedance Z c, which is terminated in an unknown

impedance ZL. The pulse reflected by the discontinuity between Z and Z

is recorded (usually with a sampling scope) and compared with the input

pulse. For resistive loads, the incident and reflected voitaaes are of

the same pulse shape and the reflection coefficient p is given by the ratio

of the reflected (Ar) to incident (Ai) pulse amplitude. The pulse ampli-

tudes are related to the impedances by the equation

ZL - Zc
p Ar/Ai = ZL + Zc (6)

ZL c

from which the load impedance can be compute1 .s

Al = Z C (17)

Equations (16) and (17) also apply to complex impedances; however, in

this case the reflection coefficient is a complex function of frequency

given by the ratio of the frequency spectra of the reflected and incident

pul ses.

I 16



3. CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The characteristic admittance matrix of an N-wire cable can be deter-

lmined directly or indirectly using the procedures described In reference 19.

Both procedures apply to homogeneous or inhomogeneous bundles and treat

the cable as an N-port network with an input admittance matrix equal to

the characteristic admittance matrix of line. These parameters are equal

for times less than the round trip travel time on the line.

a. Direct Method

Direct measurement of the characteristic admittance is pe 'formed by

driving each wire of the bundle in turn with all other wires grounded at

the input. Voltage and current probes are used to measure the voltage

pulse on the driven wire and the current pulses on all wires. Since the

pulse shapes are the same, the elements of the admittance ratrix can be

determined from the amplitude ratios given by

Yij = Ii/Vj i 1, 2. N (18)I
1 = , 2,. ..

b. Indirect Methoa

A conventional TOR is used for indirect measurements of the charac-

teristic admittance. Formulas for the diagonal and off-diagonal elements

of the characteristic admittance matrix in terms of measured impedance

values are given in reference 19 as:

= l/Z m (diagonal) (19)

l/2(l/Z - l/m - L ,Z/7 (off-ciaaonal) (20)mI
Yij Yji: I/(I/ij "I/ i " '~jI

_:I

17 I



where Zi is the measured impedance of wire i with all other wires grounded
m isthm

at the input and Z is the measured impedance of wires i and j connected
in parallel at the input with all other wires grounded at the input.

4. MODAL AMPLITJDE AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

On an infinitely long multiconductor, the forward traveling vclLage or
current pulse on each wire can be expressed as a sum of eigenmodes of the

form given by equation (10) where the product AmVnm has been replaced by
V1
nm

N

V (Z,t) : Vnm f(t - z/vm) n 1,2,...N (21)
m=l

I (Zt) =YI'nm f(t - Z/vm ) n = 1,2,...N (22)

The index n denotes the wire number, m is the mode number, V' is the modal

voltage amplitude coefficient, I' is the modal curreot amplitude coeffi-• nm
cient, and vm is the modal velocity. These equations apply to a lossless
nondispersive line; e.g., the modal velocities are constant and the pulse

shape is independent cf distance. They also apply to a line of finite

length which Is terminated at the load end by either an open or a short

circuit, when all reflections after the first are ignored. Since a reflec-

tion coefficient of _:l at the end of the line reflects all modes without
distortion, no mode conversion occurs on reflection. The reflected pulse

of voltage or current incident back at the driving point is given by equa-

tions (21) or (22) evaluated at z = 2L, where L is the line length.

For an arbitrary input pulse at z 0 0, the reflected pulse is seen as

a superposition of time delayed pulses wnich arrive at times

tm = 2L/vm (23)
m

with amplitudes given by the coefficients V' and ' of equations (21)
and (22). The modal velocities are found from equation (23) by measuring

tile arrival times t m (round trip travel times) of each :ode.

18
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The coefficients V' and I' are voltage and current eicenvectorsnm nm
of the line which can be determined by recording the voltage or current

pulse train described by equations (21) and (22) at a known termination

network. No mode conversion would occur at the termination if the network

were matched to the characteristic impedance of the line; however, this

would require a complicated matching network for cables containing several

wires. A more reasonable approach is to use an arbitrary known unmatched

termination and to correct the data for distortion caused by mode con-

version at the termination. This is easily carried out since it is known

that the observed pulse is just the sum of the incident and reflected

pulses.

For a two conductor line of characteristic impedance Zc the voltage2c

pulse V, measured across a load of impedance ZL is given by
LL

VL = Vi + pVi = (1 + P)Vi  (24)

where Vi is the incident pulse amplitude and the voltage reflection coef-

ficient p is given by equation (16). The same relationship applies to an

N-wire multiconductor; however, for this case the impedances used in equa-

tion (16) to compute the reflection coefficient are N x N matrices and the

voltages VL and Vi are N-dimensional vectors for each mode of propagation.

Solving equation (24) for Vi and expressing the result in matrix form

gives

[V. (I + [j)-I [V (25)
n  Ln m

where i is the unit matrix and [p] is ar N x N matrix given by

[:] = (ZL] [Zc])([ZL] + [ZC '  (26)

wrere the subscripts L and c denote the termination impedance and line
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characteristic impedance, respectively. The elgenvectors [Vi ]m are deter-

mined from equations (25) and (26) using measured terminal voltages for each

mode on each wire of the cable. Similar equations apply to the eioenvectors

of current. In this case the order of multiplication of the factors which

define the voltage reflection coefficient given by equation (26) are trans-

posed and the polarity is reversed.

5. INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE MATRICES

Relationships between the inductance and capacitance matrices and the

characteristic admittance, modal amplitudes and velocities can be obtained

directly from the matrix form of the transmission line differential equations

given by equations (1) and (2). Rewriting equations (21) and (22) in matrix

form and substitution into equations (1) and (2) leads to

to

[V] [L'[I'[v] (27)[Vnm - n-- nm-lnm

[I' ] [C'_][V_][v (28) I
n' m] mn nm]in

The modal velocity matrix [v MJ is diagonal in form with the modal veloci-
ties vm as elements. I

Equations (27) and (28) can be solved for the inductance and capacitance

matrices of the line to give

L L -- n ] -I' -1 (29) I
[nm] [Vnm][V mm] n

.[ ,,n] = [Inm][v m ] (30)

These equations can be f'urther simplified by making use of the relation-

shi ps

I
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A

.. nm [(31)

and

[lnm] (Ycn][Vmn (32)

Substitution of these expressions into equations (29) and (30) give the
L and C matrices of the line in terms of the measured characteristic
impedance Zc or admittance matrix Yc and the measured modal velocities

and modal current or voltage amplitudes. The results are

[L'm [Zc  ][Imn3[v P-l'm]- (33)"I Vrm
nm nm

[Cnm] = [yc ][V" m1 ][Vm,.[,,]' (34)
nm

It is not necessary to measure both the modal voltage and modal current

since if either L or C is known, the other can be computed from the equa-

tions

[C' : CYd L'm]Yc]; [Lnm] [Zc ] nZcn]35)[C'nm] L' " :[C' ][ (35
Snm m nmr] nnmfr

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THREE-, FOUR-, AND FIVE-WIRE

LIN1ES OVER A GROUID PLANiE

a. Three-Wire Line

For purposes of demonstrating the validity of the methods described,

a three-.-,ire cable (over a ground plane) 20 meters in length was constructed
usino wires insulated with solid polyethylene (wire =1,, neoprene (wire 42),

and rubber (wire #3). The wires were wrapped with a dielectric tape to
insure a constant cable cross section over the length of the cable. The

cable was supported with Styrofoan, blocks above an aluminum qround olane
in the configuration shown in fiaure 2.
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U07cm 
.72c*036cm

•.,208 cm3

"cm"'m.124 cm
.124 cip 4.16 cm

Figure 2. Three-Wire Cable (Over a Ground Plane) Geometry

(1) Indirect Measurements

TOR recordings obtained by driving each wire in turn with the others

grounded at the input end and with the load end open, are presented in

figure 3. Similar data (not shown) was recorded with wires 1 and 2, 2

and 3, and 1 and 3 connected in parallel at the input. The results were

used in equations (19) and (20) to obtain the diagonal and off-diagonal

ters of the characteristic admittance matrix. The reflected pulses shown

in figure 3a, 3b and 3c: each exhibit thr-ee time-delayed step functions

corresponding to the three discrete propagation modes on the line. The

measured round trip travel times of each mode and the known line Ienoth

were used in equation (23) to determine the propagation velocities.

Measurement of the voltage eigenvectors was accomplished by driving

one of the wires with a short duration pulse from a 50 ohm source and

terminating the ends of -ach wire in 50 ohm resistive loads. Pulse dis-

tortion caused by the stray inductance of the probe ground lead and the

carbon resistors was minimized by erecting rounded plates at right anles

to the ground plane at the input and load ends of the line (see figure A-1

of the appendix). This provided a very low impedance to the oround plane

and allowed the probe ground connection and resistor leads to be kept to

ai minimum. IThe output voltae pulses on each wire were recorded usino a
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high impedance voltage probe and a 200 MHz oscilloscope. The modal ampli-

tudes were computed from the measured load voltages using equation (25).

Only one set of data was required to determine the modal matrix of line;

however, three sets were obtained by driving each wire in turn in order

to determine the consistency of the measurements. The recorded pulse

data are shown in fioure 4.

The modal matrix normalized to the first element in each column, the

modal velocities and the characteristic impedance matrix determined from

measurements on the three-wire line are as follows:

[231 139 1571
[Zc 3(ohms) : 139 230 112

157 112 258]

[V mmI(m/sec) 0 2.19 0 x10 8

09 2.03

Wire.#1 Driven Wire 02 Driven W,4ire -3 Driven

r~l -K 1 1 1 1 1
[Vnm]3  L0.92 4.31 -1.14 .90 3.89 -1.25 0.91 5.32 -1.00

1.01 -5.46 -0.16 0.98 -4.64 -0.03 1.00 -7.40 -0.70'
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(a)

.ini'.

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Voltage vaveforn at, the load end; (a),i-re 1 drien,
(b) wire 2 driven, (c) wire 3 driven. Vertical
SLale is 0.2 V/dtiv horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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The corresponding per unit-length inductance and capacitance matrices

are:

(a) Wire #1 Driven

0.895 0.468 0.544 144.33 -18.88 -20.19
[LnJ =I0.455 0.924 0.359 1uH/m [Cnm = -19.40 32.55 - 3.54 pF/m
nm nm

[0.537 0.359 1.01 -20.21 - 3.77 30.47J

(b) Wire #2 Driven

0.893 0.467 0.5391 44.21-18.89 -20.28

0.542 0.360 1.00 -19.94 - 3.85 30.41

(c) Wire #3 Driven

p0.888 0.469 0.54714-3 -18.97 -20.181
[L nm 0.454 0.924 0.363 |H/m [Cnm -9.14 32.35 - 3.58 pF/m

0.524 0.366 1.01 -20.99 - 3.27 30.8 J

The elements of the inductance and capacitance matrices are seen to be

in good agreement for each of the three driving conditions even though

some elements of the modal matrices were inaccurately measured due to the

low modal amplitudes of some modes. This consistency ind~cates that the

transformations given by equations (33) and (34) are tolerant to errors

in the modal matrix. Large errors in some elements of the modal matrix
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have been observed to have only a small effect on the accuracy of [L] and
7A

[C. The propagation of errors of this type is discussed further at the

eid of this section.

(2) Direct Measurements

Direct measurement of the characteristic admittance, modal currents,

and modal velocities was also carried out on the three-wire line. This

technique has an advantage over the indirect method in that fewer measure-

ments are required and all data are recorded at the driven end of the

cable with the load end open or short circuited.

The measurements were performed by driving each wire in turn witn a

voltage step and recording the voltage on the driven wire and the currents

on all three wires. All wires but the driven wire were grounded at the

input and the load end was open circuited. For this example it was pos-

sible to record the input and reflected pulses on the same oscilloscope

trace. The recorded waveforms are shown in figure 5.

The pulse amplitudes, prior to arrival of the reflections were used

in equation (18) to compute the characteristic admittance matrix. The

modal current matrix was determined by measuring the modal amplitudes

in the reflected pulse and correcting for the effects of the termination

impedance. For this case the termination impedanc was a 3 x 3 matrix

with a single 25 ohm load on the diagonal element of the driven wire and

zeros elsewhere. The set of modal velocities can be obtained from any

one of the recordings by measuring the time delay between the input and

reflected pulses. These tine constants were then used in equation (33)

to determine the inductance matrix, and in equation (35) to detenine the

capacitance matrix. The results are as follows:

247 157 166

[Zc 3 (ohms) : 157 249 126

166 126 268
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Figure,- Voltage and currentviaveforms at the driven end; (a,,,-ire
1 dri ven, (k) wire =2 driven, (c, 1.r =3divn
Vertical Sens: v/div or 10 ma./div unl ss other.-iise noted.

Horizontal1 Sens: 32.6 nanoseconas.,o-v.
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2.85 0 0

[V] 3 (m/sec) 0 2.24 04]
L0 0 2.04

[Inm]3  1.35 1.72 -0.88

1.15 -2.79 -0.28

0.93 0.53 0.57

(Lm] = 0.49 0.98 0.40 xl - H/m

.55 0.40 1.04

43.0 -19.4 -18.7
[C'm] = -20.6 32.4 -3.87 XI0 1 2 F/m

-19.2 -4.0 29.6

b. Four-Wire and Five-Wire Lines

To further investigate the applicability and limitations of the indirect

time domain method, measurements were carried out on two other trans-

mission line conficgurations. The first consisted of a 10 meter section
of a four-wire cable constructed by adding a fourth wire insulated with
cellular polyethylene to the three-wire cable geometry. The second
was 20 meters in length and contained a fifth wire of semisolid poly-
ethylene which was added to the four-wire geometry. The cab.. .- oss-
sections are shown in figures 6a and 6h.

The methodology used to make the measurements and to perform the

calculations was the same as that used for the three-wire cable. For
the four-wire cable, measurements were made with each of the four wires
driven in turn. To avoid duplication, measurements on the five-wire line
were made by driving only one wire of the cable. For illustration, a

29
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/ 0.72

0. 216-
0.124 0.124 71

0.70 0.72 4.16

1I

(a) Four-wire cable

0.72 0.38O .063

0.70 0.2 4.16

0.36 1

(a) Four-wire cable

22

0 70 0.724.16

0.36

(b) Five-wire cable

Figure 6. Cross sections of four-wire and five-wire cables
(over a ground plane), dimensions in centimeters.
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complete set of the voltage waveforms recorded at the load end of the cables

with the input pulse applied to wire #1 is presented in figure 8 for these

two configurations.

The input in each case was the short duration voltage pulse shown in

figure 7. Pulse amplitudes of 21.8 and 4.1 volts were applied to wire 1 of

the four-wire and five-wire lines, respectively.

I I I I

ii.8

cL .6

.4

.2

Time

Figure 7. Four-wire and Five-wire line input voltace pulse

(Horizontal Sens: 2 ns/Div)

The pulse responses of figure 8 show the time resolved modal components

arriving at the load to be consistent with nondegenerate propagation on

multiconductor lines. Some interference is present due to line irregularities
and the nonideal input pulse from the pulse generator; however, the reso-

lution is adequate to allow identification of the t, modal components present

on each wire in nearly every case.

The line parameters determined experimentally for the four-wire and

five-wire lines are as follows:
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iEIum rn

(a) Four-wire Line (Input: 21.8 V) VL (O v/o )

-U, L4.1....v

-- mmRONmun q1mmMI p
V L- (10.2 v/Oiv) V L2 (0.5 v/Div) VL3 (0.5 v/Div)

mmmmu'mm *MENsoon

V L4 '-0 2 v/Di'i) V LS (0.2 v/Djv)
(b) Five-wire Lie (Input. 4.1 v)

Fic'ure 3. Voltare wavefor-is at lioad erd of four- and five-wire
lines (Hcrizontal Sens: 5ns'D~iv;.



Four-Wire Line

[252 176 189 173-

176 259 155 175

c1189 155 275 160I
L173 175 160 25ij

r2.86 0 0 0
[v mm4(m/sec) 0 0 2.15 0 8

0 0 0 1.9

j1 1 1 1
[V = .93 0.28 1.03 -2.35

1.nm . 03 1.85 -1.10 -1.44

U02 -1.14 -0.36 0.58J

Five-Wire Line:

252 160 176 164 175

160 250 135 165 150

[zc]5 (ohms) = 176 135 273 148 176

164 165 148 251 I2

175 150 176 102 320

2.78 0 0 0 0

2.44 0 0

[v nm] (m/sec) = 2.26 0 0 a < 108[2.08 0

L 1 1 1 1

0.93 1.02 0.18 1.22 -1.98

[Vm] = 0.97 1.25 1.77 -1.31 -0.38
nm 5

1.02 2.09 -1.12 -0.27 -0.12

1.10 -6.36 -0.17 -0.09 -0.31
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c. Result Summary and Error Analysis

The multiconductor transmission line characteristics of the three-,

four-, and five-wire lines were also determined from swept frequency

measurements using the technique described in the appendix. These results

are compared in tables 1, 2, and 3 with those obtained fron time domain

measurements. The frequency domain results were derived from averages

of several independent measurements of the short circuit impedance and

open circuit admittance matrices in the 0.1 to 2 MHz frequency range. The

parameters obtained from the indirect time domain method are average values

for the different driving conditions used.

Comparison of the frequency domain and indirect time domain results

for the three-wire line shows agreement to within 5 percent for the induct-

ance matrix elements, 10 percent for the capacitance matrix elements, and

7 percent for the characteristic impedance elements. The set of param-

eters obtianed from a single application of the direct method is also in

good agreement with those from the indirect method, with a maximum dif-

ference of approximately 10 percent in the elemenLs of L, C, or Zc.

Similar comparisons between the frequency at'd time domain methods can

be made for the four- and five-wire parameters listed in tables 2 and 3.

However, in these cases the agreement is not as good, with differences

of up to 30 percent observed in some elements. To isolate the source of

this difference, an error propagation analysis was performed. The qoal of
this analysis was to determine how errors in the measurement of the voltage

eigenvectors and the TDR reflection coefficients modify the calculated

values of [L], [C], and [Z c3.

To determine the effects of an inaccurate measurement of the voltace

eigenvector matrix upon the calculated inductance and capacitance matrices,

various elements in the measured matrix were perturbed and then the LL]

and [C] matrices were calculated. A number of cases were considered. In

two cases a small valued element was replaced with zero in order to deternine
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Table 1. COMPARISON OF THREE-WIRE LINE PARAMETERS FROM FREQUENCY
DOMAIN AND TIME DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS

Time Domain Time Domain
Parameter Frequency Domain (Indirect) (Direct)

[0.884 0.484 0.5351 0.892 0.461 0.5381 0.93 0.51 0.561

[L ](PH/m) 0.484 0.940 0.379 10.461 0.925 0.3651 0.51 0.98 0.40

0.535 0.379 0.992IL0.538 0.365 1.006I .56 0.40 1.04

46.48 -20.91 -20.55 44.30 -19.12 -20.30] 43.0 -20.0 -19.0

[Cnm](pF/m) -20.91 33.83 -4.15] -19.12 32.52 - 3.58J-20.0 32.4 23.9-20.55 - 4.15 31.03 20.30 3.58 30.56j-19.0 3.9 29.6

[232.4 148.4 159.8 1231.4 139.2 157.21 [247 157 1661
[Zc ](2) 148.4 237.9 121.3 1139.2 230.6 112.5 157 249 126

nm II
198121.3 258.3 .J157.2  112.5 257.6] 166  126 2681

v1 (m/s) 2.829x108 2.772x1O8 2.85x108

v2m/s) 2.178xl08 2.187xl08 2.24x108

v3m/s) 2.009xl08 2.028xi108 2.04x 08
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Table 2. COMPARISON OF FOUR-WIRE LINE PARAMETERS FROM
FREQUENCY DOMAIN AND TIME DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS

Parameter Frequency Domain Time Domain

0.840 0.490 0.561 0.493 0.949 0.598 0.642 0.582
[Lnm](pli/m) 0.490 0.938 0.396 0.489 0.598 1.033 0.514 0.591

0.561 0.396 0.974 0.432 0.642 0.514 1.031 0.529 -_

0.493 0.439 0.432 0.855 0.582 0.591 0.529 0.937
J L

.26 -18.75 -22.75 -11.59 54.39 -18.03 -22.27 -11.301
[Cnm](PF/m) -18.75 43.79 -2.33 -15.82 -18.03 43.49 -3.00 -16.46

-22.75 -2.33 34.99 -4.77 -22.27 -3.00 35.65 -5.81
-11.59 -15.82 -4.77 37.8 L11.30 -16.46 -5.81 37.84

218.7 144.9 161.1 142.4ir251.8 176.1 188.9 172.91
[Zc nm(p) 144.9 229.7 122.7 143.8 176'.1 259.3 154.8 175.41

161.1 122.7 252.2 128.4 1188.9 154.8 274.8 159.9

L 142.4 143.8 128.4 227.8J L172.9 175.4 159.9 257.8-

v1 (m/s) 2.807-108 2.865xi0 8

v2(n/s) 2.33SY108 2.357-:108

v3(m/s) 2.147>108 2.151X108

4(m/s) 1.954xi08 1.936-108
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the sensitivity of the calculated matrices to low amplitudes and inaccurately

measured modal amplitudes. In other calculations single elemens were per-

turbed by amounts ranging from 8 to 17 percent, and as a final check five

elements were perturbed before the calculations were made.

The corc,,sions drawn from this study a-e that calculation of the [Li

and [C] matrices is stable with respect to !rrors in the measured values

of the voltage eigenvectors. Typically a perturbation of 10 percent in a

single element of a voltage eigenvector resulted in a difference of less

than 1 percent in the calculated values of the elements of the [L] and

[C] matrices.

The accuracy with which the indirect time domain method can be applied

to measure [Z o is limited by the accuracy of the reflection coefficients

which are measured from the TDR records. These are limited by noise and

line irregularities to about ±5 percent. To observe the effects of a 5

percent change in the measured value of the reflection coefficient upon

the calculated value of the characteristic impedance matrix, one of the

measured ,alues of the reflection coefficient was increased by 5 percent.

The corresp)nding change in the impedance matrix was found to be approxi-

mately the same with increases of from 3 to 8 percent observed in indivi-

dual elements.

The elements of the impedance matrices of the four- and five-wire lines

which were determined using the indirect time domain method were found to

be consistently larger hy as much as 20 percent when compared with fre-

quency domain measurements. To observe the effect of these larger values

on the calculated [L] and [C] matrices, the calculations were repeated

using the [Z c] determined from frequency domain techniques. For the four-

wire line this resulted in a maximum difference of 3.3 percent in an

element of the [L matrix aid 7.6 percent in an element of the [C] matrix

when compared to frequency doinain results. For the five-wire line these

maximum differences were found to he -3.1 and -9.4' for the [L] and [C]

matrices, respectively.
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Based on the preceding analysis, it is concluded that the difference

in the characteristic impedance matrix determined from time domain and

frequency domain measurements is largely responsible for the discrepancy

between the values of the [L] and [C] matrices. It appears that the

limiting factor in these applications is the accuracy with which the

characteristic impedance matrix can be measured.

A
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SECTION IV

PULSE PROPAGATION ON BRANCHED MULTICONDUCTORS
FORMED BY UNIFORM LINE SEGMENTS

1. BACKGROUND

Multiconductor cable runs are often characterized by abrupt changes

in impedance at various points along the cable, as might be caused by

the branching of some wires away from the main bundle or changes in the

cable cross section or ground plane distances. Cables of this type ce.n

sometimes be modeled as uniform line segments with constant transml;;ion

line properties over the length of each segment. The analysis can be

carried out in a manner similar to that for a two-conductor transmission

line except that the characteristic impedance of each N-wire segment is

an N x N matrix and the voltages and currents are N-dimensional vectors.

Multiconductors may support nondegenerate or partially degenerate

propagation modes. For these cases the voltages and currents are repre-

sented as sums of eigenmodes of the line as given by equations (21) and

(22). Separate N-dimensional voltage and current vectors then exist for

each mode of propagation. Multimode analysis is further complicated by

mode conversion at a discontinuity. For example, when a discontinuity

exists between a segment which supports p modes and a second segment

which supports q modes, each mode of the first segment will excite q

modes in the second. A total of p x q modes will then propagate on the

second segment, each with a distinct modal velocity. The resultant signal

at the load end of a segmented multiconductor is then a superposition of

all modal components present.

The analysis of branched multiconductors or multiconductors which

can be represented by uniform line segments .an be performed either by

(1) computing the reflection an' transmission matrices at each discontinuity

or by (2) computing the scatterii.q matrix at the junction of uniform line

40
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segments. The first method is a step-by-step procedure which is analogous

to methods used to analyze a two-conductor line and is simple to apply.

The second is a more general formulation which is well suited to computer

calculations. Both methods lead to identical results.

2. ANALYSIS USING THE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION MATRICES
a. Methodology

For a multiconductor line which is composed of uniform segments the

transmitted and reflected signal components at a discontinuity are deter-

mined in the same manner as for a two-conductor line. At each discontinuity

the voltage and current ve-'tors are represented as sums of the incident
and reflected signals hy the equations

Vn]t . [VnJ i + [Vnrr (36)

[In]t [I n]i + [In]r (37)

The currents and voltages are related by the characteristic impedance of

the adjacent segments by

[V n] [Zc ][I nr [Zc1]In ] r V n]t [ZL][InIt (38)

The super scripts i, r, and t in the above equations refer to the incident,

reflected, and transmitted signal components. [Z ] and [Z are thecL
characteristic impedance matrices Lt the discontinuity on the source and

load sides, respectively. The transmission matrix which relates the inci-

dent and transmitted signal components is obtained by eliminating the

reflected signals in equations (36) and (37) and solving for the trans-

mitted voltage or current. This gives the equation

[Vn I: [-vi[Vn1 (39)
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where

ITv] 2 ZL]([ZL] + [Zc]) "  (40) -

and -
[Int ] [I][In]  (41) 1

where -I
[ti] = 2([ZL] + [Zc])' [Zc] 

(42) 1
The corresponding reflection matrices are obtained by substitutino, these

results back into equations (36) and (37) and solving for the reflected

components. This gives

[Vn ]r [Pv[Vn] I1  (43)

where

[ov I ([zL] - [Z ])(z + [Zc]) (44)

and
Inir l (45)

where

o ([zL] + [Z] " ([zL] [Zc]) (46)

These relationships are seen to be nearly the same as for a two-conductor

line. The only difference is that the order of multiplication of the

factors which define the current transmission and reflection matrices is

transposed.

The analysis of a branched multiconductor proceeds by computing the

reflection and transmission matrices at each discontinuity. The trans-

mitted voltage or current vectors at a discontinuity become the incident
vectors at the next discontinuity and so on down the line. When multi-

mode propagation exists, each incident pulse is a superpositiun of time

delayed modes and each must be treated independently.
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The method described was used to analyze the branched multiconductor

above a ground plane shown in figure 9. Several cases were studied by

(1) driving a single wire of each segment with a pulse generator and

measuring the voltages at each load and (2) driving each segment with

the wires connected in parallel at the input (common mode) and measuring

the individual wire currents in short circuit terminations. Exampl'es

of the analytical procedure followed for each of the above cases are

included.

b. Examples

Case 1. Prediction of pin voltages at 50-ohm terminations on

the three- and five-wire seaments. Wire #4 of the

two-wire segment was driven with a voltage step from

50-ohm pulse generator. Wire #5 was terminated in

50 ohms at the source end.

The characteristic impedance matrices required in equations (40) and

(44) to compute the transmission and reflection matrices af the junction

are

[Z ij]3I 0

Zc - (47)
------------- r--------(7

0 [Z

and 
1

ZL [Z ij]5 (48)

where [Zij]23,5 are the characteristic impedance matrices of the two-,

three-, and five-wire segments of the branched mul'.iconductor. The off-

diagonal terms of the partitioned matrix cf equation (47) are zero because

the two-wire and three-wire line segments are branched at right angles and

no crcss coupling exists between segments.
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The voltage waveforms incident on the junction are determined by

first computing the input voltage on each wire at the source. For the

two-wire segment with wire #4 driven, the input voltages are given by

L= ]2 (Zi j + [Zi  - 1 ] Vg

S

where V is the generator voltage and [Zij] is the source impedance

50 0

1 ](50)
S 50

The two modes of propagation in the forward direction are determined

by expanding the line voltages at the source in terms of the eigenvectors

of the line. This amounts to determining the constants A and B at z = 0

in the simultaneous equations

V 4 A U (t -z/v :

: [Vnm] 2  z =0 (51)
V s  6U(t -Z/Vg) ]

L 1s

The coefficients [Vn] are elements of the modal matrix of the two-wirenm 2
seament, defined by placing each eigenvector of the line in a column of

the modal matrix. The velocities vA and vB are the corresponding modal

velocities of the line.

The voltages incident on the junction are given by equation (51)

evaluated at z : 3" The incident vectors for modes A and B are then
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V 2  0

V3  0 x U(t-TA) 2V 0 x U(t-TB (52)

V5  A V2

where TA = 3 /VA TB X 3/VB are the arrival times of modes A and B at

the junction.

Each incident mode [V], B given by equation (52) is treated inde-aA mBpendently in equations (39) and (43) to compute the transmitted and

reflected pulses.* The transmitted voltages on wires 1 through 5 for

each mode are then expanded in terms of the modal matrix [V of the

five-wire segment and the reflected voltages on wires 1 through 3 are
expanded in terms of the modal matrix [V n] of the three-wire segment

nm3
following the same procedure as used to define the modes of propagation

on the two-wire segment. The signal incident at the load end of the

three-wire segment is the superposition of six terms given by the sum

[Vn]A + [V n B  n = 1, 2, 3 (53)

where

VIA ClAV11U(t-TIA) + C2AVI2U(t-T2A) + C3AVI3U(t- 3A) (54)

V2A = C1AV 21U(t-TA) +. ........

V3A 1AC 3 11 ItTA) +........

*The transmitted and reflected pulses are identical on wires 1, 2, and
3 for this case because there is no incident pulse on these wires.
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ViB : ClBVllU(t-TlB) + C2 BV 2U(t-T 2B+ C3V3U(t-T

V 2B C1B V 21 U(t-T 1B . .......

V3B = GlBV31U(t-lB) ........

The arrival times of the six modes at the load are Th

I -

TA + TA+ 2 /Vl T T + Z2 /V (56)

T2A =TA +Z 2/v2  T2 =T B +B 2/v2
i.

T3A = TA + 2/v3  T3B TB + Z2/v3

where vl , v2, and v3 are the modal velocities on the three-wire segment.

The load voltages (transmitted voltages) on each wire are computed
from equation (15) with Zc 

= [Z and where ZL is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix
c ij 3 Lx3daon mti

with 50 ohm loads for elements. The calculation is performed for each

of the six modal components given by equations (53) and (55).

The same procedure is applied to the five-wire segment with the

transmitted junction voltages expanded in terms of the modal matrix

[V nm]5 of the five-wire line. Since each of the incident modes A and

B generate five new modes, the voltage incident at the load end of the

five-wire segment is the superposition of 10 modal components given by

the sun,

LIJ]A + [Vn]B n 1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (57)
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[ where

VA DIA lAVlU(tIA) + D2AVl2U(t-2A) + "" + DSAV15U(t-TSA)

(58)

VA DlAV U(t-TlA

1 V5A - 1IAV5l1U t IA)  . ........

V1B = D1BV11U(t-T 1B) . ........

(59)

V5B = D5BV51U(t-T5B) + ........

the arrival times at the load end of the five-wire segment are

TI T + kI/Vl -IB T +  /VlSA 1(60)

T 5A TA + ./V 5  T5B = TB + I/v5 A

The load voltages are calculated for each modal component in the same

manner as for the three-wire segment.

Case 2. Prediction of individual wire currents at short circuit
terminations on the two- and five-wire segments when the

wires of tube 3 are driven in parallel (common mode)

with a voltage step from a 50-ohm pulse generator.

For this case the potential of each wire cf the three-wire segment

is the same and the total input current is known. The individual wire

currents at the source are

11l 11

121 = [ij]3 1 Vg (61)

L3 j
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where the [Yi.3 matrix is the characteristic admittance of the three-
1i3

wire segment [Y,) = [Zj] . Since the total current is just the sum
ij 3 ij 3

of the individual wire currents, the ratio of the current on each wire to

the total current is the sum of the admittance elements in each row

divided by the sum of the elements of the matrix. The latter is also

equal to the bulk characteristic admittance of the line.

The analysis from this point is the same as that given in case 1 for

the voltages, except eigenvectors of current are used in the modal ex-

pansions rather than eigenvectors of voltage. The current and voltage

eigenvectors are related by the equation

[I nm = [Y nm][Vmn] (62)

where [Ynm] is the characteristic admittance of the line segment. The

transmission and reflection matrices for current are given by equations

(42) and (46). No mode conversion occurs at the short circuit terminations

of the two- and five-wire scgments. The reflection coefficient is +1 for

all modes in this case and the individual wire currents for each incident

mode are doubled in amplitude.

3. ANALYSIS USING THE SCATTERING MATRIX OF THE JUNCTION

For distributed circuits, the reflected and incident waves at a junction

can be related by a scattering matrix (ref. 20). The procedures for evalu-

ating the scattering matrix for transmission line junctions are discussed

in detail in reference 5. In this section these procedures will be de-

scribed briefly and the scattering matrix for a branched multiconductor

line will be evaluated.

For the junction shown in figure 9, the incident and reflected voltages

for a lossless case are related by the following relation
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EV~re) IV1]
n 1

IV (re)] I S [I~ IV Ine 2 nm n 2 (63)

*~ (Vre)] Mi
3 ~ 37

where [Vrei, i = 1,2,3 are the reflected voltage vectors for the various A
tubes meeting at the junction and [V i , i = 1,2,3 are the incident volt-

n1
age vectors for the various tubes meeting at the junction. The size of the

vectors [v re)]i and [V(i)]i is equal to the number of the conductors in

the tube. The components of these vectors represent the voltages on the

individual conductors. ES ], in equation (63), is the scattering matrixnrn
of the junction which is considered lossless. For the junction shown in

figure 9, the scattering matrix is of 10 x 10 size.

At the junction where there are several tubes interconnected to one

another, the Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws have to be enforced in

order to evaluate the scattering matrix of the junction.

Kirchhoff's current law states that the sum of the current flowing

into a node is zero. For the case where nl-th wire of tube 1 is connected

to the n2 -th wire of tube 2 and to the nk-th wire of tube k, etc., then

(Inl) + (In22 + + n') k = 0 (64)

where the subscripts on the parentheses denote the tube number and the

subscripts and I denote the wire number in the tube. Equation (64) can

be put into matrix form, i.e.,

Tube 1 Tube 2 Tube k 6r

E0 0 0 1 0 . :0. ... l. .. ] 1 (65)

50[ ] = I

n [0

2~~k

n O



In equation (65) all elements in the left matrix are zero unless they

correspond to the conductors which are connected at the node. For Nc

connections within the junction, there are Nc equations similar to equation

(55), and we can define the junction connection matrix [Cm so that
nm

(IIn]-I

[Cnm In] 2  [ [On] (66)
mm

I n ] k-

where [Cinm] is a NcxM matrix, and M. is the total number of conductors

connected to junction.

Kirchhoff's voltage law, for the case of simple connections, requires

all voltages associated with each conductor to be the same at the same

node. Thus, for the above example, we have

(V n) - (V ) = 0
1 n2 2

(V 2 ) .... = 0 (67)

~2

.......................(V...)..0
S...... .(V nk) 2 0

For a consistent set of connections, there are rj-N equations. The

above equation can be easily written in matrix form. Let us denote the

corresponding matrix as [CVn mI such that
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V n]

(C v (68)
nm .2

I V

where [CV ] is a (M.-N )XM. matrix.
nm JC 3

At the junction the total current and voltage is the sum of the two

components, i.e., the incident and reflected components (ref. 20),

cV(i)] + v(re)]

[Vn] n (69)

[l n ] ~ i ) ] rI (re),
n] n n J (70)

Using equations (66), (68), (69) and (70) the relation between the re-

flected and incident voltage components at the junction can be written

as [V(re)] 1 £-Cnm I [CV I [Vi)

n 1 nm nmYn

[V(re)] [ V(i)  (n 2n 2 (1

[C Il [C Hy I
inm Cnm Inm Cnm

L_ n k --L n k_J

From equation (71) the voltage scattering matrix is
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(-CVnm CVnm

[Snm = ] (72)

nm nm

where [Ycn] is the characteristic admittance matrix of the junction.

(Ycim] can be obtained from the characteristic impedance matrix [Zcnm].
The matrix [Zcnmi contains all the matrices of all branches involved at

the junction and for the junction shown in figure 9 it can be expressed

as
[Zcnm11 [Onm] [Onm]

[Z c  
1  [0]nm [Z cnm 2 [Onm] (73)~nm

[On rOnm [ZcnI]
m . m % 3

The characteristic impedance matrix [Zcnm can be obtained by methods

described in section III.

The voltage modal amplitudes incident at the junction are computed

using the method described in section II. From equation (63) the voltage

amplitudes reflected in different branches at the junction are obtained.

The method of analysis described in section II is used to compute the

voltage waves arriving at the loads in different branches using the re-

flected wave in the branch at the Junction as excitations.

As mentioned earlier, multiple modes are excited on a multi-

conductor transmission line in inhomogeneous media. Each mode reflected

from the junction or the load excites again multiple modes in the branch.

Thus, using the analysis described in this paper all the modes excited

at different times can be calculated and by following the step-by-step
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procedure, the response of the line in the time domain can be obtained.

It should be noted that when multiple reflections from the junction and

the loads are considered, the number of modes traveling on the line be-

comes large. In some cases, some of the weaker modes having small

amplitudes can be neglected for multiple reflections.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To substantiate the theory, a five-wire cable (over a ground plane)

with a two-wire branch was constructed and tested. Wires insulated with

solid polyethylene, neoprene, rubber, foam polyethylene and semisolid

polyethylene were used for the cable construction. The configuration

is shown in figure 9. The cable was supported with Styrofoam blocks

above an aluminum ground plane. The cross-sectional configuration of the

five-wire line is shown in figure 10. The wires 4 and 5 branch out at

a 90 degree angle at 8'meters distance and the wires 1, 2 and 3 continue

with the same cross-sectional configuration. The radii of the conductors,

r, and the distance between the centers of the wires, dij are as

follows:

r = 0.108 cm d12 = 0.70 cm d24 =0.66 cm

r2 = 0.062 cm d13 = 0.54 cm d25 1.02 cm

r3  0.062 cm d14 =0.69 cm d34  0.93 cm I

r = 0.111 cm d15 = 0.60 cm d35 = 0.49 cm

r = 0.0125 cm d23  1.16 cm d45 = 0.59 cm

The transmission line ':haracteristics of each segment were determined

from previous measurements. The three- and five-wire characteristic imped-

ance matrices, modal velocities, and modal matrices are given in tables 1

and 3 of section III. The two wire segment was found to have the following

characteristics: i
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EZij]2 2 8 0 ohms
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![Vnm]2 = l -I]

v= 2.895 x 108 m/s

v= 2.538 x 108 m/s
2I

4.16cm

H= J 91cmm

Figure I0. Five-Wire Cable (Over a Ground Plane) Cross Section
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Analysis in terms of the scattering matrix requires the connection

matrices given by 
-i

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O"

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
(Ci m  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 A

1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0

[CV 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1

The characteristic impedance and the scattering matrix are shown in

table 4.

The voltage measurements were obtained by recording the voltages with

a Tektronix 475 oscilloscope using a high impedance voltage probe. The

upper frequency limit of the recording system was approximately 200 MHz,

which produced some low-pass filtering of the experimental data. Measure-

ments of the current pulses were obtained by replacing the voltage probe

with a Tektronix P 6022 200 MHz clip-on current probe. The signal source

in all cases was a Tektronix 109 pulse generator with a 175 nanosecond

charging line. The pulse generator rise time was approximately 0.7 nano-

seconds.

Figure 11 shows the input pulse waveform which is used to drive the

wires. Figures 12 through 16 show the comparison of voltage waveforms

recorded at the load ends of tubes 2 and 3, when wire 4 of tube 1 is

driven, with the waveforms computed using. the analysis described in this
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I

ImI
Figure 11. Input waveform used to drive the wire in the cable.

Vertical scale is 1.0 V/div; horizontal scale is 2 ns/div.

Predicted Response Predicted Response
Measured Response (Filtered) (Unfi I tered)

Figure 12. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire I of tube 2, with
wire 4 of tube I driven. Vertical scale is 0.2 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

Figure 13. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 2 of tube 2, with
wire 4 of tube 1 driven. Vertical scale is 0.2 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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Predicted Response Predicted Response
Measured Response (Filtered) (Unfiltered)

I

Figure 14. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 3 of tube 2, with
wire 4 of tube 1 driven. Vertical scale is 0.2 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/djy.

t I=

Figure 15. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 4 of tube 3,
With wire 4 of tube 1 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

Figure 16. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 5 of tube 3, with
wire 4 of tube I driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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section. These waveforms have been filtered to simulate the 200 MHz

bandwidth of the oscilloscope for comparison of the measured and pre-

dicted responses. The unfiltered waveforms clearly show the times of

arrival of different modes. Figures 17 through 23 show the comparison

of voltage waveforms recorded at the load ends of tubes 1 and 3, when

wire 1 of tube 2 is driven, with the waveforms computed. Figures 24

through 31 show the comparison cf voltage waveforms recorded at the load

ends of tubes I and 2, when wire 4 of tube 3 is driven, with the waveforms,

computed.

The computed waveforms in figures 1? through 31 have been obtained

by assuming an ideal step function voltage pulse z, the input. The com-

parison in figures 12 through 31 shows that the predicted waveforms agree
very closely with the measured waveforms. Note that, in figures 12 through

16, predicted waveforms, after being filtered for the 200 MHz bandwidth

of the oscilloscope, are of a shape which is similar to the measured wave-
forms. The predicted amplitudes of different modes, and their times of

arrival, compare closely with those of the measured data. The predicted

waveforms for the actual input pulse can be obtained by applying the

method of convolution. These figures show that the waveforms obtained

by using the analysis described in this section agree very closely with

the measured waveforms.

The waveforms of current recorded with the three-wire section driven

in the common mode are presented in figures 32 through 36 for the five-wire

segment and figures 37 and 38 for the two-wire segment. The first reflec-

tions, which arrive after approximately 60 nanoseconds are included in the
predicted waveforms of figures 32 through 36. The reflections are from
the junction and from the end of the two-wire segment and arrive at the
measurement point at approximately the same time. Similar results (not

shown) were obtained by driving the two- and five-wire ends in the

common mode,
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Measured Response Predicted Response

1

Figure 17. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 1 of tube 1, with
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

Figure 18. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 2 of tube 1, with
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

EMI

Figure 19. Voltage waveform at thc loaJ of . wire 3 of t-bc , with
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

Figure 20. Voltage waveform at the lodd end of wire 4 of tube 1 with
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.2 V/div;
horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

Ki

i

Ild
*1

I ...

Figure 21. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 5 of tube 1 "qith
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

Ir

INN
mol6

rFigure 22. Voltage waveform at the load end of Arie 4 of tube 3 with
wire I of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

rj

Figure 23. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 5 of tube 3 with
wire 1 of tube 2 driven. Vertical scale is 0.05 V/div;
horizontal scale 4s 5 ns/div.

Ummmm........*'
.immlhmh hi

Figure 24. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 1 of tube 1 with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V,'div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
Imi mi..

muI o -.... ....

Figure 25. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 2 of tube I with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

-AI

Figure 26. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 3 of tube 1 with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

n mu--

I a

Figure 27. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 4 of tube 1 with

wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

winuuI _.mmhi __

Figure 28. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 5 of tube 1 with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.5 V/div; .

horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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Measured ponse Predicted Response

- t I

Figure 29. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 1 of tube 2 with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

mm~um

Figure 30. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 2 of tube 2 with

wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.

Ii iim ___

Figure 31. Voltage waveform at the load end of wire 3 Of tube 2 with
wire 4 of tube 3 driven. Vertical scale is 0.1 V/div;
horizontal scale is 5 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

I L

Figure 32. Current waveform at short circuit termination on wire 1 of
tube 1 with tube 2 driven in the common mode. Vertical
scale is 20 ma/div; horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

Figure 33. Current waveform 
at short circuit 

termination on wire 2

of tube with tube 2 driven 
in the common mode. 

Vertical

scale is 20 ma/div; 
horizontal scale is 

1 ns/div.

1

L

Figure 34. 
Current waveform 

at short 
circuit termination 

on wire 
of

tube 
1 with tube 

2 driven 
in the common 

mode. Vertical

scale is 
20 ma/div; 

horizontal 
scale is 

10 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

Figure 35. Current waveform at short circuit termination on wire 4 of

tube I with tube 2 driven in the common mrle. Vertical
scale is 20 ma/div; horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

!r

IIf' - !II I
I ~i

FIgure 36. Current waveform at short circuit termination on wire 5
of tube I with tube 2 driven in the common mode. Vertica,
scale is 20 ma/div; horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.
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Measured Response Predicted Response

Figur 37 Curen waeomaihr ici triaino ie4o

sce iI

Figure 37. Current waveform at short circuit termination on wire 4 of

tube 3 with tube 2 driven in the common mode. Vertical
scale is 10 ma/div; horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.

J
4

-I

Figure 38. Current waveform at short circuit termination on wire 5 of
tube 3 with tube 2 driven in the comnon mode. Vertical
scale is 10 ma/div; horizontal scale is 10 ns/div.
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Low-level signals were used in the current pulse measurements and

consequently the signal-to-noise ratio was lower than for the voltage

pulse measurements. Some noise pickup was observed due to the undesir-

able electric field response of the current probe; however this did not

seriously effect the data and agreement with predictions was found to be

satisfactory in all cases.

5. ANALYSIS OF CABLE NETUORKS

a. Background

The analytical concepts presented for the simple branched cable also

apply to more complicated networks containing several branches. The

direct time domain analysis discussed in section IV.2 leads to a solution

for the voltage or current time function at a given point in the network

which is a superposition of all possible modes arriving at that point.

This approach involves simple analytical concepts and is readily applied

to the early time pulse response of a cable network. However, as time

progresses the pulse amplitude at any given time depends on an increasing

number of superimposed modes caused by multiple reflections from the

branch and end points, with each reflection and transmission accompa-

nied by mode conversion. Direct time domain analysis in this case

becomes complicated and requires elaborate computational schemes to

keep track of the amplitudes and arrival times of the several modal

components present.

b. Special Case of a Network Modeled with Single Conductor Line
Segments

Interest in the response of a multiconductor to EMP excitation is

often limited to common mode propagation on the bundle. Multiconductor

segments can then be modeled as equivalent single conductors with charac-

teristic impedances which are determined by the equivalent single conductor

radius of the bundle (ref. 21). This greatly simplifies the analysis

which is a special case of the more general multiconductor analysis pre-

sented in sections IV.2 and IV.3.
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To validate the analytical concepts that have been discussed and to

provide experimental data for the verification of prediction codes under

development by other contractors, the pulse response of a simple trans- i
mission line network which supports only a single propagation mode (common

mode) was determined experimentally. The results were compared with the
calculated response obtained from a direct time domain analysis of the

network.

The network, shown in figure 39, was constructed of 1.58 cm diameter

copper pipe in the form of an "H" with legs 4.57 and 7.62 meters in

length separated by a 3.05 meter cross member. The configuration was

supported by Styrofoam blocks 3.8 cm above an aluminum ground plane.

Measurements of the voltage at the input and the load voltages across

50 ohm loads at the end of each leg were obtained using impulse and step

function input pulses to drive the network. Relatively long time base

(100 ns) oscilloscope traces were recorded to show the multiple reflec-

tions from the two junctions and four end points. The impulse response

data was primarily for verification of the time of arrival of the various

reflected pulses at each measurement point. The step function data was

obtained primarily for pulse amplitude measurements.

Time domain analysis of the network was carried out with the aid of

a multiple reflection diagram (ref. 22). Multiple reflections and the

construction of multiple reflection diagrams are discussed in more de-

tail in section VI.3. The six reflection coefficients po through P5
that are required for the calculations were computed from equation (16).

The line characteristic impedance is the same for each segment and was

determined to be 150 ohms from TOR measurements. The load impedance

at each junction is 75 ohms, given by the parallel impedance of the two

segments which leave the junction. The reflection coefficients for pulse
propagation in the forward direction (away from the pulse generator)

are then
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I=

P4 ~I
4.57 m 3.05m m

- 50

3.05 m

3.05 m .152 m I
I

50M Pulse Generator 500

ITop View

1.58 cm Dia. Copper Pipe

T I --Styrofoam Block

3.81 cm I/-Aluminum Ground Plane

91.4 cm

Cross Section - Any Segment

Figure 39. Network Layout
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150 50

PO 150 - 50 0.5

75 -150 -

p1  p 2  7-5 T 15T0 .3

=50 -150 0.5
P3 = 4 05 50 + 150

The amplitude and arrival time of the first four signal components at each

measurement point are listed as follows:I

Measruement Point A

Component TOA (ns) Amplitude VoltageI

0 0 (1+p0 )Vg 6.00

1 20.4 (l-P0)o1(l+P0)Vg -1.00

2 30.5 (l-P0)(l+pl)p 3(1+pl)(l+P0)Vg -0.67

3a 40.7 (lp)lp) 2 lp)lp)g-0.44

3b 40.7 (l-P0)P1(-P0)p1j(l+P 0)Vg -0.17

3c 40.7 (l-P0)(l+pl)p 3plp 3(1+pl)(1+P0)Vg-01

-0.72 "

i
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Measurement Point B

Component TOA (ns) Amplitude Vol tage

* 0 0 (lp)1p)1p)Vg 2.00

1 10.2 (l+p3)plp 3(l+pl)(l+P0 )Vg 0.33

2a 20.4 (l+p3)(l+P1)CQ51+pl)(1+00)Vg -0.44

2b 20.4 (l+p3)(1+P1)(-p0)pl(l+P0 )Vg .3

2c 20.4 (l+p3 )PIP3 p 3(1+p1 )(+Q 0 )Vg 0.06 -

-0.06

3a 30.5 (l+p3)plp 3(l+pl)p 2(1+pl)(b-P0 )V9 00

3b 30.5 (I~ 0.15]

3c 30.5 (1+p 3)PlP 3(1+Pl)(-P0 )01(l+P0) V9 0.06

3d 30.5 (1+p3)(1+Pl)(-q 0)(l+p1)p3(1+pl)(1+P0 )Vq .2

3e 30.5 (1+0 3)(Q1ID3) 3('l Q)(l+p0 )Vg 0.01

0.37

A

A
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Measurement Point C

Component TOA (ns) Amplitude Voltage

0 0 (l+p4)(1+P2)(+ 1 0P)913

1 10.2 (1+04 )(l+p2)(+P)P 3(1+P1)l+)V-041

20.4 ) g0.22

0.15
2b 204 (1+P4)(l+P2)PlP2(1+p1)(14P 0)v

0.22
2c 20.4p~lpov

. 2.4 '+4)(~p2('Pl J+P)(~povg-0.081
2d 20.4 (l+P4)(l+P3)(14p1)p3p1P3(1P)4ov -

0.51

-0.44 V

3a 30.7 (l+QP4 (+P2)(+P)(+P)(+po)V 
00

3c 0.7 (1~ 4)i+ 2)~P2(+PP 3(~P)(1+p0)V 0 -0.05

3d 30.7 (l+p4)P(+ 2)(+P)p3(l+Pl)2 1P)~P)§ 01

3e 30. ~ .r4~Pi'J II+p 0~vg -0.08

3c30.7 (l+P4)(l+ 02)P(l+p)P0 (+ 1 ) 3 1p)1r)g01

3d 30.7 (l+P4)(l+P2)(l+P1 )P3QP.)0 P2 1)lPV9 -. 1-
-0.08
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Measurement Point D

Comiponent TOA (ns) Amplitude Voltage

0 0 (1p)lQ)lp)1p)g1.34
1 10.2 (l+p5)(l+p 2)('+l~p)p(+P)(l ) 04

1a 20.42 lQ)l~) 4 1~ 2 (+ 1 (+ 0 V -0.44
2b 20.4 (l+P5)(l+P2) (1+P)(+l)+PO)Vg 01

2a 20.4 (l+p5)(l+Q 2)(l+p)Q(14- 1)(+p 0)Vg -0.08

2b 20.4 0.22
(l+p5)(l+P2)P(1+p) 0~(1+ 0)Vg____

-0.15

3a 30.7 (l+p5)p2rp5(l+p2)(l+-c1)(l+P0)Vg 0.22

3b 30.7 (l+Q5)(l+P2)p4(l+P2)(l+P1)P3(1+pl)(l+p0)Vg 0.15

3c 30.7 (1+05 (+ 2 oQ(~ 1 Q(+ 1 (+ 0 V -0.05

3d 30.7 (l+p5)(1+p42 )(1+p 1l)r3(l+p1 )p2(1+ 1 ) (l.P0)Vg 0.10

3e 30.7 (l+p5)(l+p 2)(l+ol)p 3(1+pl)(-P0Th1(1+P0)Vg-08

3f 30.7 (l+P5)(l+p 2)('l)(P (l~)p 3(1+pl)(1+oo)Vg 0.15

3g 30.7 klp)1~)1~)3 1 ~p(+ 1 (~ 0 V -0.01

0.48
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The Input impulse and step function pulses used to drive the network

are shown in figure 40. Figure 41 shows the network response recorded at

each of the four measurement points A through C identified in figure 39.

The predicted step function response for the first 40 nanoseconds is included

for comparison and is found to be in satisfactory agreement with the measure-

ments.

A
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Em i mm

Figure 40. Pulse generator output signals;
vert. sens: 1 v/div, horiz, sens:
2 ns/div, 50-. termination.
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Measured Impulse Measured Step Predicted Step
Response Response Response

Meas. Pt. A

2 v/div 1v/div

IL

Meas. Pt.

0.5 v/div 0.5 v/div

rMeas. Pt. C

0.5 v/div 0.5/div

*Meas. Pt. -

0.5 v/div 0.5/div

Figure 41. Measured and predicted network response;
Horiz. Sens: 10 ns,'div.



SECTION V

APPLICATIONS TO MULTICONDUCTOR CHARACTERIZATION I' SITU

1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency domain methods for measurement of the L and C matrices of

multiconductors have been reported previously (ref. 23). A complete

description of the methodology is included in the appendix. The technique

is useful for laboratory measurements on cable mockups; however, it is

generally not suitable for measurements in 6*tu because of its suscepti-

bility to errors caused by stray capacitance and inductance. Complex

loads due to multipin cable connectors, cable clamps, ground leads, etc.,

which are encountered in most cable installations behave in the frequency

domain as distributed loads which affect the line parameter dat over a

wide frequency range.

The alternate methods for multiconductor line characterization devel-

oped in section III use time domain techniques. These techniques provide

a direct measurement of the characteristic admittance matrix and are

applicable to any cable or cable segment that has one end accessible.

Time domain methods are well suited tr neaurements ir situ because the

pulse response of a complex load loca.i at the input or elsewhere along'

the lin! ,s i4-olated in time and can be rE ._ed from the cable response

data.

2. CABLE INTERFACE REFLECTIONS

Time domain reflectometry measurements ;-I :t 'u usually involve a non-

ideal interface which must be made between the multipin connector attached

to the cable under test and the refcence line of the time domain reflect-

tometer. In a typical connection, stray inductance is introduced by the

connector pins and by the ground strap which joins the shield of the

coaxial reference cable and the ground reference of the multiconductor,
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Stray capacitance is also present due mainly to the metallic shell of the

cable connector. The complex impedance of a typical interface can be

modeled approximately as a lumped constant series inductance and shunt

capacitance. An equivalent circuit of this model is shown in figure 42

The lumped parameter, L and C represent the stray inductance and capaci-

tance of the interface connection. The complex impedance Zi which loads

the TDR reference cable is obtained from the equivalent circuit of figure

42 and is given by

Zi = jwL + L (74)
1 + jCZL 

I-

Test
Reference

Cable L (Stray) Cable

I z o  _ z __ _]

Generator I

Figure 42. Cable Interface Approximate Equivalent Circuit I-

l-

ij
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The complex reflection coefficient is given by equation (16) with Zi from
equation (74) substituted for ZL. The pulse reflected by the complex load

is computed by evaluating the liverse Fourier transform of the reflected
signal Vr(w) which is given in the frequency domain by

Vr(w) = P(W)V i (W) (75)

where Vi(,) is the frequency spectrum of the input pulse. The solution of

(75) for an ideal unit step input is readily obtained since in this case A
Vi()= /(jW).

The results for critically damped, underdamped, and overdamped con-
ditions are given in terms of the decay constants k= /(Z C), k o/L

and k, - ZL/L by the following equations:

Critically damped case (k1 + k2 )2 = 4K,(k 2 + k3 )

"(it

Vr(t) R + [(l-R) + Alt]e (76)

where

,= (kl+k 2 )/2, A, = (kl-3k2 -2rAiR)/2

22
Underdamped case (k + k2 )2 < 4k (k2 + k3 )

-It -c2t

Vr(t) = R + (I-R) e " cosB2t + (A2/02 ) e sine 2t (77)

where

a2  1(k+k2)/?, A2  1-k2-a2 (l + R)

2 = [4k,(k 2 +k,) - +k2 2
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_ _ _ 2Overdamped case (kI + k2) > 4kl(k 2 + k3)
-2) 2 3t

Vr (t) = R + A3e 3  Ae (78)

where

O3= (kl+k 2)/2 + [(kl+k 2 )
2 - 4k,(k 2+k3 )

]I /2

$3 = (kl+k 2)/2 - C(kl+k 2)
2 - 4k,(k 2+kJlJI/2

A3 = ( 3-k1 +k2+RB3 )/(z 3 -S3 )

A4 = ($3 -kl+k 2+R 3 )/(a 3-R3 )

The constant R in the above equations is just the reflection coefficient

R= (ZL-Zo)/(ZL+Zo) that would exist for an ideal interface. The non- A
ideal interface is seen to produce an exponentially damped transient which A

decays to the constant R with a characteristic time governed by the magni-

tude of the stray L and C of the interface.

Examples of interface reflections calculated from equations (76)

through (78) for a range of stray capacitance and inductance values that
are typical of actual multipin cable connectors are shown in figure 43.

The calculations are for capacitances of 10 and 50 picofarads and inductances

of 10, 20 and 50 nanohenries, with an ideal unit step input pulse driving a

50 ohm reference cable terminated in a 50 ohm load. The reflection in each

case is characterized by an initial positive step which decays exponentially

or is exponentially damped and approaches the constant value R.

The effect of a nonideal step input with a finite risetime is to

reduce the amplitude and round off the initial positive spike of the re-

flected pulse. Examples fo an input pulse with a 0.2 nanosecond linear
rse are shown in figure 44 for the same range of stray impedance as used
to obtain the results of figure 43.
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0.8
0.6o ZL 50hm1s

- 5X1 0 H
0.4 --- 20S1 0- H

0.2 10)510 H

0

12 3 4 5

Time (ns)

(a) io x jo 1 F Stray Capacitance

1 .01

0.8 Z0 = ZL '50 ohms

- 50x10- H
0.6l -------- 20xl10 H

.... 3O10-
9 H

-0.2

-0.4
12 345

Time (ns)

(b) 10xlO- 12 F Stray Capacitance

Figure 44, Typical Interface Reflections for a Nonideal Step Input
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Measurements on some actual aircraft cable connectors with all of the

pins connected in parallel are presented in figure 45. The transient

response in each case is seen to closely approximate that predicted by

the lumped constant L-C network of figure 42. The upper trace is for a

Hughes Aircraft 158-pin rectangular connector which exhibits an unusually

large capacitance.

Examples of interface reflections in which the load impedance ZL is

not equal to the characteristic impedance of the reference cable are shown

in figure 46. These examples correspond to an interface with a stray in-

ductance of 20 nanohenries and a stray capacitance of 20 picofarads con-

nected between a 50 ohm reference cable and loads in the 10 ohm to 200 -

ohm range. The input was assumed to be a nonideal step with a linear

rise of 0.2 nanoseconds.

The results of this study show that the stray inductance and capaci-

tance caused by typical multipin connectors introduces an exponentially

damped transient at the beginning of the reflected pulse. The accuracy

of cable Impedance measurements obtained through nonideal interfaces of

this type will not be seriously degraded as long as the perturbations from

the interface decay before reflections from points farther down the line

arrive back at thE' input. In the examples shown, the worst case exhibits

a decay time of app.ox~mately 5 nanoseconds, which at the speed of light

corresponds to the round trip travel time over a 2.5-foot length of cable.

It is seen that the accuracy of TDR measurements on cables wiich are less

than 2.5 feet in length, or have a discontinuity within 2.5 feet of the

input connection would be degraded by the interface.

The interference caused by the stray inductance of an interface can

he minimlzed through the use of short ground straps or conducting tape

to connect the shield of the reference cable to the ground reference of

the cable under test. The stray capacitance can also be minimized in

some cases. On panel mounted connectors this can be accomplished by

removing the connector mounting screws and allowing the connector shell to

float during the measurements.
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3. ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS

Multiple reflections on a line terminated in a complex load and con-

nected at the input through a nonideal interface are seen as a super-

position of time delayed transients. The pulse shape is modified at each

reflection and by transmission through the input interface to the TDR

recorder. When the round trip travel time is short compared to the decay

time of the reflected transients, the individual reflections overlap and =

produce complicated traces.

As an aid to the analysis of multiple reflections, the successive

reflections can be diagrammed as shown in figure 47 (ref. 22). When the

impedances are known, each reflection can be calculated separately and

added with the proper time delay to predict the long time base TDR trace.

In principle, an unknown load impedance can be determined by unfolding

the TDR record to obtain the load reflection coefficient P2. The procedure

is readily applied when the first reflection from the load is separated

in time from the other multiple reflections present. In this case it is

only necessary to correct for the distortion caused by the input interface..

The first reflection from the load, shown in figure 47 as arriving at

time t2, has the form

v2 (t) = [5(t) - Pl(t) * Pl(t)] * P2(t) * vi(t) (79)

which transforms to the frequency domain as

Vw) = [1 - pl(w)] p2(w) Vi(w) (80)

The input interface reflection coefficient pl is determined from the first

reflection, which arrives at time tl, and has Lhe form

vl(t) - Pl(t) * vi(t) (81)
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INTERFACE COMPLEX
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Figure 47 Multiple Reflection Diagram
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Transforming to the frequency domain and solving for pl(w) gives

p Vi() (82)

Equation (80) is then solved for p2 (w). The result is

p2(w) V(w) L W()

The load impedance is given by equation (17) with p2 (w) from equation

(83) substituted for p.

4. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In many practical installations the cable runs may not be longitudinally

or cross sectionally uniform and full characterization of the cable param-

eters may not be possible. These cases can sometimes be modeled as uniform

line segments as discussed in section !V. Estimates of the transmission

line properties of some inaccessible segments may then be necessary while

partial characterization of those which are accessible can still be carried

out. For example, the approximate line characteristics can be obtained

by computing the approximate per unit-length inductance matrix, which is

not affected by the inhomogeneity of the dielectric in the cable cross

seccion. Relatively simple formulas which depend only on the cable geometry

are available for these computations (ref. 24). The estimated inductance

matrix and measured admittance matrix, based on the techniques of section

III, can then be used to compute the capacitance matrix from equation (35).

The L and C matrices completely specify the line characteristics (assumed

lossless) since the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the LC product are

directly related to the modal amplitudes and modal velocities that the

line will support.
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The bulk or common mode impedance of segmented lines can be determined

in some cases by an extension of the method illustrated in figure 44. In

the analysis each reflected pulse observed back at the input measurement

point is corrected for transmission through the discontinuities that lie

between the measurement point and the reflection points. The individual

reflected pulses from each segment can be unfolded in turn and used to

compute the bulk characteristic impedance of each segment.

The pulse response of a line can be determined in a similar manner.

For a line with a total of 1.1 discontinuities, the output pulse is just

the product of the transmission coefficients and the input pulse

V = (TI. T2 . ..'C )Vi (84)

th
where TN is the transmission coefficient of the N discontinuity,

TN = (1 + PN).

The common mode propagation velocity on cables of unknown length can

be determined by introducing an external load at a known distance from

the input and measuring the round trip travel time for reflection from

the load. This can be accomplished by wrapping the cable with a grounded

strip of conducting tape or foil, which acts as a capacitive load and

produces a sharp reflection at the load point.

As an example, the sharo reflection shown on the TDR record of figure

48 was produced by placing a grounded two-inch wide strip of aluminum

tape around a multiconductor at a point - meters from the free end.

The accuracy of time domain measurements on multiconductors is affected

by small irregularities in the line cross section which causes partial

reflections to occur over the entire line length. These effects appear
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as noise superimposed on the main signal and reduce the accuracy of the

measurements. Both the indirect and the direct methods for the deter-

mination of characteristic Impedance or admittance are susceptible to

noise. The first involves differences of small numbers and the latter

involves the measurement of low signal levels.

447

Figure 48. Example of the reflection produced by foil tape around a
-ulticonductor. Vertical sens: 100 mp/div; horizontal

sens: 0.305 n/div.
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EXERIMMAL 0APACTERZATWOP OF I WCTOP

TRA"S1WISSJOR LJPES ' FE!Er'ICI X ('A

ABSTRACT

Altmhouh a nmbder of papers have been publishe on the experimental

caracterization of multiconductor transmission lines, they are limited

.1 the tire domin for lossless wltcongkuctor lines In s nedia.

This amendfx presents a method for the complete characterization of nulti-

conductor transnission lines in nhorvogeneous sedia. The experit"ental

tec-riioue for the weasurewmt of walticonductor line paraneters is pre-
se'nted and the appropriate multiconductor line equatfors tre solved to

*t*n these parameters. 1-e experfuental method Is s',ule and Involves

only the short- and ooev-circuit ivmedance easur.emgts for diff-erent

configurations. The exveriwental results for rulticonductovs co~tart ir

* ree. 'our. and five wires above a around plane are found to ze Ir 9ood

a-re",nt with computed results and a low-frea.ency luped mdel.
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SECTION A-1

INTPDOUCT ION

ThE ;roblem of sul1cAictor transission line characterization has

beer a topic of Interest fr ;ar j years. Previous wo.- (rts. 1. Z) oro-

vides methods of raracterization for sulticonductor lines in' hWuogeneoes

media In the time donuin, in which case, all the propagation modes have the

sare .-hase velocity. In geeral, for a multi ductor IsFe (N conductors

Plus a ground reference) in an 1nhogmneaus nediwr, there vill be 1% propa-

gation modes each having a different phase velocity, and the inductance

ver unit-lngth and capacitance per unit-length matrices can not be obtained

9-,r fthe characteristic fivedance mtrix without the knowledge of the

vrovecation vetrix (refs. 3. 4).

ralysis of rilticonductor transnission lines lin frequency donalt have

teen reported by several Investigators (refs. S. 6. 7. 8, 9, 10). Some

%sefjl -. trix chain para ters were derived (ref. S). Propavation wodes

and characteristics for multicondictor transvission lines with inh- eneous

deielctrics are discussed In reference 8. ftesureft mthods of the cab'e

paraweters at low freQuencies have been presented (ref. 11); the correla-

tion between the theoretical wadel and the measured data. to date, has

nct tee entirely satisfactory {ref. 12).

7ns appendix describes a wasuruent techtioue for deterinino the

Parareters for a general parallel mlticonductor trensission line syste"

', t*e rreauency domefn. The ma sur e t teci I owe is ar extetsIon of t"e

well know" sing1e-frlw incy technique for sessurine the constants of a teo-

conductor line. It rnsfsts of masurin9 the invedances betwee all pairs

o' conductors under bo"h short- and open-circuit loa conditions wit

smc'fic souece conditions. A rwthod of calculatio ut1lizina a series 0f

s'ii'arity transform*tions for 3btanti9 the appropriate pammetews 'trr

.he -'easured data Is used In solving the coavles walt'cvn €t r eauations
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